
DEVOPS  WEBINAR NOTES 
 What is DevOps 
 
DevOps can be defined as a culture, process, or prac�ce within an 
organiza�on that increases the communica�on, collabora�on and integra�on 
of the Development (which includes the QA team) and the Opera�ons (IT 
Opera�ons) teams. The aim is to automate and speed up the so�ware 
delivery process much more frequently and reliably. 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 



Even though ‘Continuous Delivery’ is another term that is used in conjunction 

with DevOps, there are some differences.  

 

The following diagram shows the relations

  
 
DevOps Goals 

The goals of DevOps are to make improvements across all components in 

the product and service delivery. They include 

 Improved deployment frequency 

 Faster time to market 

 Lower failure rates of new releases 

 Faster recovery time from crashes or failures. 

  
  DevOps Benefits 

Companies that practice DevOps have reported significant benefits. Some of 
them are 

 
 Significantly shorter time-to-market 

 Improved customer satisfaction 

 Better product quality 

 More reliable releases 

 Improved productivity and efficiency 

 The increased ability to build the right product by fast 

The process steps you need to consider for tools support are: 

 Request capture and ticket workflow 



 Source Control 

 Agile Planning 

 Test Case Management 

 Build automation 

 Continuous deployment 

 Release Management 

 Automated test scripts and Load Testing 

 Feedback Management 

 Team Collaboration 

 Cloud provider integration 

Now there are many tools that have become platforms through which 

many functions can be performed with a single tool. Some of the popular 

DevOps platforms are: 



 
Jenkins is the leading open source, extendable continuous integration server 

on the market today. Written in Java, Jenkins provides automated 

continuous integration services for software development. The platform 

provides considerable flexibility around how builds can be initiated – 

including a version control system, scheduled cron jobs, kicked off when 

other builds have completed, and by means of a specific build URL. 

Jenkins is also global in the DevOps market, supported by well over 800 

plugins that allow users to extend its use to support projects written in almost 

any language, most version control systems, and most large databases. 



 

 
 

Chef offers what it calls Automation for Web-Scale IT, by delivering fast, 

scalable, flexible IT automation. Chef is a configuration management platform 

that makes use of what it calls “recipes” to automate infrastructure tasks. 

Examples of recipes are instructions for configuring web servers, databases 

and load balancers. These recipes describe what an infrastructure consists of 

and how each part of it should be deployed, configured and managed. 

 
Chef can streamline the configuration and maintenance of a company’s 

servers, as well as integrate with cloud-based platforms such as Rackspace, 

Amazon EC2, and Google Cloud Platform to automatically provision and 

configure new machines. 

 
 
Puppet Labs is a popular name in the DevOps industry, and is known for its 

open-source configuration management tool, Puppet, as well as the 

commercially available version, known as Puppet Enterprise. Puppet 

Enterprise is used to automate tasks at different stages of the IT 

infrastructure lifecycle, including discovery, provisioning, OS and application 

configuration management, orchestration, and reporting. 

 

 

 
AnsibleWorks provides IT orchestration engine that makes applications and 

systems easier to deploy. Or in its own words, “Ansible makes deploying 

software fun again.” Ansible takes this claim seriously. Unlike most 

configuration management platforms, Ansible uses what is called “agentless 

architecture.” In most cases, nodes must have a locally installed daemon that 



communicates with a controlling machine. Ansible, on the other hand, does 

not require a custom agent or software to install, but simply communicates 

over SSH. 

 
Ansible is easily extensible and can deploy to virtualization environments and 
public and private cloud environments including VMware, OpenStack, AWS, 
Eucalyptus Cloud, KVM, and CloudStack. The platform also can deploy big data, 
storage and analytics environments including Hadoop, Riak, and Aerospike  
 
DevOps Implementation 
Implementing a good DevOps process will benefit any organization to a great 

extent. This includes planning, developing, integration and automation. 

There are a few product areas that can immediately benefit from some 

integration and automation tasks that will reduce the manual work involved, 

increase the responsiveness of support team and also optimize the resources 

used.



A typical DevOps implementation will integrate and automate the different 
process with tools appropriate to the customer and would look like the image 
below.  
 

DevOps process and tools 
 
 
Integration with Continuous Integration (CI) platform 
CI is an important component of the DevOps process. Tools like Jenkins, Buildbot, 
Microsoft VSTS/TFS, and Bamboo are the popular CI tools. One of them can be 
implemented based on customer requirements. 

CI tools can be integrated with supported version control system like Git, 

Subversion to provide automated builds whenever there is a code commit in 

any chosen branch. This avoids a manual way to someone checking out code 

and doing a build. Any build errors because of a wrong commit can also be 

caught immediately rather than later during a periodic builds. 

 
CI can be further extended to take such builds and run automated test cases, 

which on any failed test cases can automatically revert the committed code. 

Tools like Jenkins provide a lot of plugins which helps in extending Jenkins to 

do many functions within a DevOps process. 

 
Take the below diagram as a typical development process. The developer 

commits the code into a repository system (ex. Git). The build and release 

team part of the Operations will take the committed code and build it on the 

build server. Then they deploy the resultant bits (like War file) on to a testing 

environment. The test/QA team then does their tests on the application. On 

successful testing, the release team then deploys the application on to the 

production server.  

 

 





 

 

 
 

Manual processes in a development life cycle 
 
There are many manual steps in such a process. 

 
i. Checking out code to build server 

ii. Doing the build 

iii. Deploying the application to test server 

iv. Testing by the QA team (manual part, if not fully automated) 

v. Deploying the application to production server 

vi. Deployment of build server 

vii. Deployment of test server 

viii. Monitoring of the test, staging, production servers 
 
Now we install a CI tool (ex. Jenkins) and integrate it with the version control 

system (Git), testing server and with the staging and production setup. With 

proper configuration, the CI server will automatically checkout code from the 

Git repository.  It then uses the build servers to build the application. It can 

deploy the application to the configured test server and run the automated 

test cases. On successful test, it can deploy the application to staging 

environment and eventually on to production environment on request. This 

process now eliminates a lot of manual steps. The below diagram denotes the 

new process



 

 

 

 
 

Integrating with a CI tool 
 
The new automated process will eliminate human errors if any, freeing up 

human resources who can be deployed to more productive work, increases the 

rate of releases. 

 
Integration with Infrastructure/Configuration Management 

 

Continuous Deployment is another major component of the process. To do 

application deployments automatically, the infrastructure (CPU, storage, 

memory) should support it. This is possible when customer uses an IAAS 

platform. It could be a private/on premise cloud like VMware, OpenStack or 

public/internet cloud like Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure. 

The whole process would look like the picture below. 



 

 

 

 
 

Integration with IAAS & CM 
 
The new process will remove manual deployment of hosts and dependent 

software installation. The build servers and test servers are deployed only 

when required there by using the resources efficiently. 

 
  Integration with monitoring solution 

Continuous monitoring is yet another important component of the DevOps 

process. Monitoring is done for all the categories in an environment: 

Performance, Capacity, Throughput, Uptimes, Compliance, Log files. 

Each of the categories will have different consumers like Developers, Testers, 

and IT sysadmins and so on. 

 



 

 

 
 
 

With a good setup, the monitoring can be integrated with other components of 

the process. For example, whenever there is a capacity issue, like storage 

running short, the Operations team could be notified of such an event. If 

integrated with IAAS setup, this could be automated to provide more disk 

capacity on request. Similarly, whenever there is a performance issue with the 

deployed application, the process can be used to automatically raise an incident 

with appropriate logs which can be looked into by the development team to be 

fixed in the next iteration. The process will look like below after adding 

monitoring to the process. 

 



 

 

 
 

Integration with Monitoring 
 
The monitoring is usually captured by logging. There are tools like Nagios, 

ELK (Electric search, Log stash, Kibana) stack that can be deployed to do 

logging and monitoring.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Git Fundamentals 
 

Overview   

  A Brief History 

  Advantages of DVCs 

  About Git 

Working Locally with Git   

  Overview 

  
Creating a local repository, adding files, and 
committing changes 

  Viewing history and diffs 

  Staging changes as multiple commits 

  Deleting and renaming files 

  Undoing changes to the working copy 

  Undoing/redoing changes in the repository 

  Cleaning the working copy 

  Ignoring files with .gitignore 

  Summary 

Working Remotely with Git   

  Overview 

  Cloning a Remote Repository 

  Basic Repository Statistics 

  Viewing Commits 

  Git Protocols 

  Viewing Branches and Tags 

  Fetching from a Remote 

  Pulling from a Remote 

  Pushing to a Remote2 

  Creating and Verifying Tags 

  Pushing Tags to a Remote 

  Summary 

Branching, Merging, and 
Rebasing with Git   

  Overview 

  Visualizing branches 

  Creating local branches 

  Difference between branches and tags 

  Renaming and deleting branches 

  Recovering deleted commits 

  Stashing changes 

  Merging branches 

  Rebasing changes 

  Cherry-picking changes 



 

 

 
 
A Brief History 

In 2005, the relationship between the community that developed the Linux kernel and 

the commercial company that developed BitKeeper broke down, and the tool’s free-of-

charge status was revoked. This prompted the Linux development community (and in 

particular Linus Torvalds, the creator of Linux) to develop their own tool based on some 

of the lessons they learned while using BitKeeper. Some of the goals of the new 

system were as follows: 

 Speed 

 Simple design 

 Strong support for non-linear development (thousands of parallel branches) 

 Fully distributed 

 Able to handle large projects like the Linux kernel efficiently (speed and data 
size) 

Since its birth in 2005, Git has evolved and matured to be easy to use and yet retain 

these initial qualities. It’s amazingly fast, it’s very efficient with large projects, and it has 

an incredible branching system for non-linear development 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Advantages of DVCs 

A picture is worth thousand words. If you want to know the difference between a 
centralized and distributed version control system, have a look at the image below. 

 

  Creating a remote branch 

  Deleting a remote branch 

  Summary 

Duration  12hrs 
 
 
  



 

 

 

Advantages of Distributed Version control systems 

If we take a look at all the version control systems, there are many topologies. They 
are discussed below. 

Centralized 

Centralized topology has an architecture of developers pushing the changes to on 
central repository. 

Hierarchical 

In this model all the developers push changes to sub-system repositories. One of such 

http://scriptcrunch.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/centralized-vs-distributed-advantages.png


 

 

example is Linux kernel development. In this graphics, sounds etc are treated at sub-
systems. 

Once the development is over for a version, all the sub-system repositories will be 
periodically merged into single main repository. 

Distributed 

In this type, each developer will push the code changes to their own repository. There 
will be project maintainers, who will pull the changes made my the developers top the 
main official repository. 

One such example is the open source projects on Github. If you like to contribute to a 
project, you can fork the project, work on it and give a pull request to the original code 
base. The project maintainer will review your code and if he thinks it adds value, he will 
merge it to the official repository. 

When you clone a repository, you copy the whole code and it becomes a backup. 

 

Reliable Branching and Merging 

In DVCS branching is really easy when compared to Centralized approaches. You can 
different branching strategies. For example, you can have a feature branch to work on 
a new feature and you can merge it easily with the main branch without much pain. 

Full Local History 

DVCS maintain a full local history which helps in finding out new bugs and tracking and 
rollback are made very easy. 

About GIT 

So, what is Git in a nutshell? This is an important section to absorb, because if you 

understand what Git is and the fundamentals of how it works, then using Git effectively 

will probably be much easier for you. As you learn Git, try to clear your mind of the 

things you may know about other VCSs, such as Subversion and Perforce; doing so 

will help you avoid subtle confusion when using the tool. Git stores and thinks about 

information much differently than these other systems, even though the user interface 

is fairly similar; understanding those differences will help prevent you from becoming 

confused while using it. 

 

Creating a local repository, adding files, and 



 

 

committing changes 
 

Create a new repository on GitHub 

1. To begin, sign in to your user account on GitHub. 

2. In the upper right corner, click the + sign icon, then choose New repository. This will 

take you to a page where you can enter a repository name (this tutorial uses test-

repo as the repository name), description, and choose to initialize with a README (a 

good idea!). 

3. It is a good idea to add a .gitignore file by selecting one of the languages from the 

drop down menu, though for this tutorial it will not be necessary. 

4. Similarly, in practice you should choose a license to that people know whether and how 

they can use your code. 

5. Once you have entered a repository name and made your selection, select Create 

repository, and you will be taken to your new repository web page. 

Git at the command line 

Below you will learn a series of commands that you can run at the command line in git bash, 

terminal of whatever bash tool you are using. There are 2 types of commands that you will use 

1. Bash commands: These are commands that are native to bash / shell. They allow you 

to navigate around your computer, explore directory structures, create and manipulate 

files and directories, and more. (e.g. ls, cd, mkdir, etc) 

2. Git commands: These are commands that are specific to git and will only be available if 

you have git installed on your computer. Git specific commands will always started with 

a call to git (e.g. git status, git clone, etc) 

Clone your repository to your local machine 

Next, clone your newly created repository from GitHub to your local computer. From your 

repository page on GitHub, click the green button labeled Clone or download, and in the 

“Clone with HTTPs” section, copy the URL for your repository. 

Next, on your local machine, open your bash shell and change your current working directory 

to the location where you would like to clone your repository. Note that here we are using a 

bash command - cd(change directory). 

For example, on a Unix based system, if you wanted to have your repository in 

your Documents folder, you change directories as follows: 

https://github.com/


 

 

cd Documents 

Once you have navigated to the directory where you want to put your repository, you can use: 

git clone https://github.com/URL-TO-REPO-HERE 

The git clone command copies your repository from GitHub to your local computer. Note that 

this is a git specific command. 

git clone https://github.com/YOUR-USERNAME/YOUR-REPOSITORY 

When you run git clone repo-path-here, You should see output like: 

Cloning into 'test-repo'... 
remote: Counting objects: 5, done. 
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (4/4), done. 
remote: Total 5 (delta 0), reused 0 (delta 0), pack-reused 0 
Unpacking objects: 100% (5/5), done. 
Checking connectivity... done. 

Note: The repository name and output numbers that you see on your computer, representing 

the total file size, etc, may differ from the example provided above. 

To verify that your repository now exists locally, type ls in your terminal. The ls command lists 

the files & folders available in your current directory. You should see a directory with the same 

name as the repository that you created previously on GitHub. 

Tracking changes with git add and git commit 

Next use cd to change directories using the syntax: 

cd my-repo-name 

Replace my-repo-name with the folder name of your repo (this should be your repo name - 

e.g. 14ers-git) 

cd test-repo 

If you list all the files in this directory (using ls -a), you should see all of the files that exist in 

your GitHub repository: 

ls -a 
.git  .gitignore  LICENSE  README.md 

Alternatively, we can view the local repository in the finder (Mac), a Windows Explorer 

(Windows) window, or GUI file browser (Linux). 

Simply open your file browser and navigate to the new local repo. 

 Important Tip The .git element is listed when you use the ls -a command shows up is 

actually a directory which will keep track of your changes (the commits that you make) in 

git. Warning: Do not edit the files in this directory manually! 

https://github.com/URL-TO-REPO-HERE
https://github.com/YOUR-USERNAME/YOUR-REPOSITORY


 

 

Using either method, we can see that the file structure of our cloned repo mirrors the file 

structure of our forked GitHub repo. 

Edit a file in your repo 

Next, open up your favorite text editor and make a few edits to the README.md file. Save your 

changes. 

Once you are happy with your changes and have saved them, go back to your terminal window 

and type git status and hit return to execute the command. 

git status 
On branch master 
Your branch is up-to-date with 'origin/master'. 
Changes not staged for commit: 
  (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed) 
  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory) 
 
 modified:   README.md 
 
no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

The output from git status indicates that you have modified the file README.md . To keep track of 

this change to this file, you need to 

1. add the changes, then 

2. commit the changes. 

Add and commit changes 

You will use the add and commit functions to add and commit changes that you make to git. 

 git add: takes a modified file in your working directory and places the modified version 

in a staging area. 

 git commit takes everything from the staging area and makes a permanent snapshot of 

the current state of your repository that is associated with a unique identifier. 

These two commands make up the bulk of many workflows that use git for version control. 



 

 

Modified files are staged using git add, and following a commit, all files in the staging area are 
snapshotted and become part of the repository's history, receiving a unique SHA-1 hash identifier. 
Source: Maxwell Joseph, adapted from Pro Git by Chacon and Straub (2014). 

Add files 

You can add an individual file or groups of files to git tracking. To add a single file, use 

git add file-name-here-with-extension 

To add the README.md file that you just modified, you’d use: 

git add README.md 

To add ALL of the files that you have edited at the same time, you can use: 

git add --all 

Use git add --all with caution. You do not want to accidentally add things like credential 

files, .DS_Storefiles, or history files. 

Commit files 

Once you are ready to make a snapshot of the current state of your repository, you can use git 

commit. The git commit command requires a commit message that describes the snapshot / 

changes that you made in that commit. 

A commit message should outline what changed and why. These messages 

1. help collaborators and your future self understand what was changed and why 

2. allow you and your collaborators to find (and undo if necessary) changes that were 

previously made. 

https://www.earthdatascience.org/images/workshops/version-control/git-add-commit.png


 

 

If you are not committing a lot of changes, you can create a short one line commit message 

using the -mflag: 

git commit -m "Editing the README to try out git add/commit" 

Alternatively, if you are committing many changes, or a small number of changes that require 

explanation, you’ll want to write a detailed multi-line commit message using a text editor. 

If you have configured git to use your favorite text editor (via git config --global core.editor 

your-fav-editor-here), then you can open that editor to write your commit message using 

the git commit command: 

git commit 

Once you save your commit message and exit the text editor, the file that you created will 

contain your commit message. 

 Challenge 

Make changes to files in your git repo. These changes may includes 

1. adding new files to the repo 

2. adding content to the files (Text) 

3. adding new directories to your repo 

For each change, practice using 

 git add to stage the change, and 

 git commit to take a snapshot of your repository 

After you’ve made a few commits, check out the output of the git log command. You should 

see the history of your repository, including all of the commit messages! 

git log 

commit 778a307bcc8350bddba47e96a940acafed55f5d8 
Author: Fred Flinstone <flinstone@bedrock.com> 
Date:   Tue Sep 19 18:38:28 2017 -0600 
 
    adding a file in a subdirectory 
 
commit f2b0ff9af905fa2792bf012982e10f0214148c70 
Author: Fred Flinstone <flinstone@bedrock.com> 
Date:   Tue Sep 19 16:50:59 2017 -0600 
 
    fixing typo 
 
commit e52dceab576c3b2491af25b5774cc56e65a40635 
Author: Fred Flinstone <flinstone@bedrock.com> 
Date:   Tue Sep 19 10:27:05 2017 -0600 
 
    Initial commit 

http://tbaggery.com/2008/04/19/a-note-about-git-commit-messages.html


 

 

Push changes to GitHub 

So far we have only modified our local copy of the repository. To add the changes to your git 

repo files on your computer to the version of your repository on GitHub, you need 

to push them GitHub. 

You can push your changes to GitHub with: 

git push 

You will then be prompted for your GitHub user name and password. After you’ve pushed your 

commits, visit your repository on GitHub and notice that your changes are reflected there, and 

also that you have access to the full commit history for your repository! 

 
 
GIT DIFF 

What is Git Diff Command? 
Diff command is used in git to track the difference between the changes made 
on a file. Since Git is a version control system, tracking changes are something very 

vital to it. Diff command takes two inputs and reflects the differences between them. It 
is not necessary that these inputs are files only. It can be branches, working trees, 
commits and more. We will be making use of git diff command as we will progress 

deeper into the course as defining everything at one place will not be feasible. Checking 
the difference made in two files being the most common operation used in git diff, we 

will proceed with the same intentions. 
For using diff command first we have to make some changes to the files. We will be 
making the changes to the already existing file harish.txt and writing “This is Harish” in 

it. You can use Vi Editor for the same. After that, enter the following command: 
git diff 

 

Staging and committing 

 

A staging step in git allows you to continue making changes to the working directory, 
and when you decide you wanna interact with version control, it allows you to record 
changes in small commits. 

Suppose you have edited three files (a.html, b.html, and c.html). After that you need to 
commit all the changes so that the changes to a.html and b.html were a single commit, 
while the changes to c.html were not logically associated with the first two files and 
were done in a separate commit. 
In theory you can do the following: 

git add a.html 

git add b.html 



 

 

git commit -m "Changes for a and b" 

git add c.html 

git commit -m "Unrelated change to c" 

Separating staging and committing, you get the chance to easily customize what goes 
into a commit. 

Deleting and renaming files 

Coming at this step in Git, we came across how to add the files in git staging 

area through git bash, how to write the content in a file in those files, how to 
commit the file. 
These operations are enough for the basics, but, as we are progressing, our 

unnecessary files are increasing in the repository. Also, till now there was no option to 
rename the file. Once you have created a file in Git, its name remained the same all 
through the project. Focussing on the same issue, we will learn some operations in Git 

which covers Alter Files in Git. Compacting it in the form of points, we will learn: 
 Removing files from Git Repository. 
 Renaming files in Git Repository. 

  

How to Alter Files in Git? 
The reader should be clear about the Bash and Git Bash as a separate entity. In this 
tutorial, we will use the same command using both Bash and Git Bash to see how Git 

reacts for both. This is very important to know and master Git. 

  

How to Remove Files from Git Repository 
Files are constantly added and removed from a git repository. Clearing up space is a 
good practice. There can be a lot of reasons for which you would be required to clear 
the memory and you will be required to remove the files and you should know how to 

do it. In this section, we will explore two cases when a file can be removed: 

 Removing a file from Git Bash. 
 Removing files externally from the Git Repository. 
  

Both of these are normal operations in Git and we will see how Git reacts for each of 
them. 

  

How to remove a file using Git in Git Repository 
As a good practice, before starting anything new in Git we must check the 
status of our repository. It should be a clean repository (no changes pending in the 
staging area to commit). 

Starting off, check the status of the repository by typing git status: 

https://www.toolsqa.com/git/add-and-track-changes-to-staging/
https://www.toolsqa.com/git/add-and-track-changes-to-staging/
https://www.toolsqa.com/git/first-commit-in-git/
https://www.toolsqa.com/git/first-commit-in-git/
https://www.toolsqa.com/git/first-commit-in-git/


 

 

 

Yes, our tree is clean and it is good to go ahead. Now, to delete a file, we must have a 
file. Create a new file toolsqa.txt through touch command as shown below: 
touch toolsqa.txt 

Note: The touch command is the easiest way to create new, empty files. 
Okay, we have our file ready. Add this to the staging area and commit the changes. 

 

The three steps shown above are: 

1. Adding the changes to the staging area. 
2. Checking the status of the Git repository. 
3. Committing the changes in the Git repository. 

Okay, now we have added the file in the Git repository. Let us remove the file now by 
typing the following command and press enter: 

git rm <file_name> 



 

 

 

Once you press enter, your file will be removed and the message rm <file_name> will 
be displayed. 

 

Now, let’s check the git status and the message it will give. 

 

Commit these changes. Now we will look at the same scenario but by removing the file 

without the help of Git. 

  

  

How to remove a file externally from Git Repository 
Removing a file from outside the Git repository means you are not taking the help of 
Git to clear out space. You are either using Bash directly for that purpose or maybe 

some IDE. IDEs are a common way of easily renaming or deleting a file through GUI. 
It lacks in Git Bash as we know. We made use of the same commands in the Git 
Status tutorial when we looked at the Git Status behavior on a deleted file. 

Please revisit the post to understand the scenario and how Git reacts once the file is 
deleted without taking help of Git Bash. 

You should notice that when we deleted the file from outside Git (without using the git 
command), the file was not staged. Here, without adding the file to the staging area 
the file has been added and ready to commit. This is an important point and should be 

noted down for interviews. 

  

  

Renaming Files in Git Repository 

https://www.toolsqa.com/git/git-status-command-in-git/
https://www.toolsqa.com/git/git-status-command-in-git/


 

 

Renaming the files is also one of the most used operations on the file. Renaming can 

be done due to many factors. As a developer, maybe you want to rename the file that 
your fellow developer created. Maybe you can change the name even though you 
created the file due to some reasons. Whatever the reason be, you will encounter 

renaming frequently. Being an important part of Git, we need to learn how to rename 
a file in Git repository. As we learned in the deletion, the renaming will also be done 
through Git and outside of Git. 

 Renaming a file through Git. 

 Renaming a file externally in the Git repository. 
  

  

How to rename a file through Git 
Renaming a file through Git means you will be accessing the Git commands to operate. 

Using Git bash and a simple bash is sometimes similar apart from mentioning Git 
specifically before the command. For example, rm toolsqa.txt is a bash command but 
the same command can be executed through Git as git rm toolsqa.txt. 

Since we do not have any file in the Git repository, please create a new file with the 
same name i.e. toolsqa.txt by following the steps mentioned above. Once done, you 
have to check the git status. Confirm that it is a clean directory as we did above. Once 

everything is done, type the following command and press enter: 

  

git mv <original_file_name> <new_file_name> 

 

  

Check the status of the repository through git status. 

 

As you can see, Git has picked up that the file has been renamed. Remember this step 
as it will play an important role when we will rename the file outside the git. Commit 

these changes. 

  



 

 

  

How to rename the file outside Git 
In this section, we will look at how Git reacts when the file is renamed without telling 
Git. So, as I mentioned above, use the same command without “git”. 

Type the following command in the Git Bash and press enter: 

mv <original_file_name> <new_file_name> 

 
  

Now, ideally, Git should have known that the file has been renamed if we had renamed 

through Git. But, let’s see the Git reaction when it encounters a file rename outside 
Git. 

 

  

It is very important to notice Git reaction here. Git has deleted a file 

called renaming.txt and added a new file toolsqa.txt. Both of them are not present 
in the staging area currently. This is different than what we saw above. There, Git 
mentioned the file has been renamed. Now we need to add these changes to the 

staging area. 

 



 

 

  

Now the Git has recognized the renaming and hence shows you the same. Commit 

these changes in the Git repository. You will notice something when you commit the 
changes. 

 

The highlighted line says, rename renaming.txt -> toolsqa.txt (100%), By 100%, 

Git means that the previous file and the new file are exactly the same and there is no 
difference. It is called the confidence level. If you would have made any changes in the 
new file and then committed the changes, it would have shown less than 100%. 

So, after covering these basics we are done with Alter Files in Git, we will go on to the 
next tutorial about Git Ignore. 

 
 
 

Undoing changes to the 
working copy

 Undoing Commits & 

Changes 
git checkout git clean git revert git reset git rm 

In this section, we will discuss the available 'undo' Git strategies and 

commands. It is first important to note that Git does not have a traditional 

'undo' system like those found in a word processing application. It will be 

beneficial to refrain from mapping Git operations to any traditional 'undo' 

mental model. Additionally, Git has its own nomenclature for 'undo' 

operations that it is best to leverage in a discussion. This nomenclature 

includes terms like reset, revert, checkout, clean, and more. 

https://git-scm.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-clean
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-revert
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-reset
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-rm


 

 

A fun metaphor is to think of Git as a timeline management utility. Commits 

are snapshots of a point in time or points of interest along the timeline of a 

project's history. Additionally, multiple timelines can be managed through the 

use of branches. When 'undoing' in Git, you are usually moving back in time, 

or to another timeline where mistakes didn't happen. 

This tutorial provides all of the necessary skills to work with previous revisions 

of a software project. First, it shows you how to explore old commits, then it 

explains the difference between reverting public commits in the project 

history vs. resetting unpublished changes on your local machine. 

Finding what is lost: Reviewing 

old commits 

The whole idea behind any version control system is to store “safe” copies of 

a project so that you never have to worry about irreparably breaking your 

code base. Once you’ve built up a project history of commits, you can review 

and revisit any commit in the history. One of the best utilities for reviewing 

the history of a Git repository is the git log command. In the example 

below, we use git log to get a list of the latest commits to a popular open-

source graphics library. 

git log --oneline 

e2f9a78fe Replaced FlyControls with OrbitControls 

d35ce0178 Editor: Shortcuts panel Safari support. 

9dbe8d0cf Editor: Sidebar.Controls to Sidebar.Settings.Shortcuts. 

Clean up. 

05c5288fc Merge pull request #12612 from TyLindberg/editor-

controls-panel 

0d8b6e74b Merge pull request #12805 from harto/patch-1 

23b20c22e Merge pull request #12801 from gam0022/improve-

raymarching-example-v2 

fe78029f1 Fix typo in documentation 

7ce43c448 Merge pull request #12794 from WestLangley/dev-x 

17452bb93 Merge pull request #12778 from OndrejSpanel/unitTestFixes 

b5c1b5c70 Merge pull request #12799 from dhritzkiv/patch-21 

1b48ff4d2 Updated builds. 

88adbcdf6 WebVRManager: Clean up. 

2720fbb08 Merge pull request #12803 from dmarcos/parentPoseObject 

9ed629301 Check parent of poseObject instead of camera 

219f3eb13 Update GLTFLoader.js 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/git-log


 

 

15f13bb3c Update GLTFLoader.js 

6d9c22a3b Update uniforms only when onWindowResize 

881b25b58 Update ProjectionMatrix on change aspect 

Each commit has a unique SHA-1 identifying hash. These IDs are used to 

travel through the committed timeline and revisit commits. By default, git 

log will only show commits for the currently selected branch. It is entirely 

possible that the commit you're looking for is on another branch. You can 

view all commits across all branches by executing git log --branches=*. 

The command git branch is used to view and visit other branches. Invoking 

the command, git branch -a will return a list of all known branch names. 

One of these branch names can then be logged using git log 

<branch_name>. 

When you have found a commit reference to the point in history you want to 

visit, you can utilize the git checkout command to visit that commit. Git 

checkout is an easy way to “load” any of these saved snapshots onto your 

development machine. During the normal course of development, 

the HEAD usually points to master or some other local branch, but when you 

check out a previous commit, HEAD no longer points to a branch—it points 

directly to a commit. This is called a “detached HEAD” state, and it can be 

visualized as the following: 

 

Checking out an old file does not move the HEAD pointer. It remains on the 

same branch and same commit, avoiding a 'detached head' state. You can 

then commit the old version of the file in a new snapshot as you would any 

other changes. So, in effect, this usage of git checkout on a file, serves as a 

way to revert back to an old version of an individual file. For more 

information on these two modes visit the git checkout page 

Viewing an old revision 

This example assumes that you’ve started developing a crazy experiment, but 

you’re not sure if you want to keep it or not. To help you decide, you want to 

take a look at the state of the project before you started your experiment. 

First, you’ll need to find the ID of the revision you want to see. 

git log --oneline 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout


 

 

Let’s say your project history looks something like the following: 

b7119f2 Continue doing crazy things 

872fa7e Try something crazy 

a1e8fb5 Make some important changes to hello.txt 

435b61d Create hello.txt 

9773e52 Initial import 

You can use git checkout to view the “Make some import changes to 

hello.txt” commit as follows: 

git checkout a1e8fb5 

This makes your working directory match the exact state of 

the a1e8fb5 commit. You can look at files, compile the project, run tests, and 

even edit files without worrying about losing the current state of the project. 

Nothing you do in here will be saved in your repository. To continue 

developing, you need to get back to the “current” state of your project: 

git checkout master 

This assumes that you're developing on the default masterbranch. Once 

you’re back in the master branch, you can use either git revert or git 

reset to undo any undesired changes. 

Undoing a committed snapshot 

There are technically several different strategies to 'undo' a commit. The 

following examples will assume we have a commit history that looks like: 

git log --oneline 

872fa7e Try something crazy 

a1e8fb5 Make some important changes to hello.txt 

435b61d Create hello.txt 

9773e52 Initial import 

We will focus on undoing the 872fa7e Try something crazycommit. Maybe 

things got a little too crazy. 

How to undo a commit with git 

checkout 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-revert
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-reset
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-reset


 

 

Using the git checkout command we can checkout the previous 

commit, a1e8fb5, putting the repository in a state before the crazy commit 

happened. Checking out a specific commit will put the repo in a 

"detached HEAD" state. This means you are no longer working on any branch. 

In a detached state, any new commits you make will be orphaned when you 

change branches back to an established branch. Orphaned commits are up 

for deletion by Git's garbage collector. The garbage collector runs on a 

configured interval and permanently destroys orphaned commits. To prevent 

orphaned commits from being garbage collected, we need to ensure we are 

on a branch. 

From the detached HEAD state, we can execute git checkout -b 

new_branch_without_crazy_commit. This will create a new branch 

named new_branch_without_crazy_commitand switch to that state. The repo 

is now on a new history timeline in which the 872fa7e commit no longer 

exists. At this point, we can continue work on this new branch in which 

the 872fa7e commit no longer exists and consider it 'undone'. Unfortunately, 

if you need the previous branch, maybe it was your master branch, this undo 

strategy is not appropriate. Let's look at some other 'undo' strategies. For 

more information and examples review our in-depth git 

checkout discussion. 

How to undo a public commit 

with git revert 

Let's assume we are back to our original commit history example. The history 

that includes the 872fa7e commit. This time let's try a revert 'undo'. If we 

execute git revert HEAD, Git will create a new commit with the inverse of 

the last commit. This adds a new commit to the current branch history and 

now makes it look like: 

git log --oneline 

e2f9a78 Revert "Try something crazy" 

872fa7e Try something crazy 

a1e8fb5 Make some important changes to hello.txt 

435b61d Create hello.txt 

9773e52 Initial import 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout


 

 

At this point, we have again technically 'undone' the 872fa7ecommit. 

Although 872fa7e still exists in the history, the new e2f9a78 commit is an 

inverse of the changes in 872fa7e. Unlike our previous checkout strategy, we 

can continue using the same branch. This solution is a satisfactory undo. This 

is the ideal 'undo' method for working with public shared repositories. If you 

have requirements of keeping a curated and minimal Git history this strategy 

may not be satisfactory. 

How to undo a commit with git 

reset 

For this undo strategy we will continue with our working example. git 

reset is an extensive command with multiple uses and functions. If we 

invoke git reset --hard a1e8fb5 the commit history is reset to that 

specified commit. Examining the commit history with git log will now look 

like: 

git log --oneline 

a1e8fb5 Make some important changes to hello.txt 

435b61d Create hello.txt 

9773e52 Initial import 

The log output shows the e2f9a78 and 872fa7e commits no longer exist in 

the commit history. At this point, we can continue working and creating new 

commits as if the 'crazy' commits never happened. This method of undoing 

changes has the cleanest effect on history. Doing a reset is great for local 

changes however it adds complications when working with a shared remote 

repository. If we have a shared remote repository that has 

the 872fa7e commit pushed to it, and we try to git push a branch where we 

have reset the history, Git will catch this and throw an error. Git will assume 

that the branch being pushed is not up to date because of it's missing 

commits. In these scenarios, git revert should be the preferred undo 

method. 

Undoing the last commit 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-reset
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-reset


 

 

In the previous section, we discussed different strategies for undoing 

commits. These strategies are all applicable to the most recent commit as 

well. In some cases though, you might not need to remove or reset the last 

commit. Maybe it was just made prematurely. In this case you can amend the 

most recent commit. Once you have made more changes in the working 

directory and staged them for commit by using git add, you can execute git 

commit --amend. This will have Git open the configured system editor and let 

you modify the last commit message. The new changes will be added to the 

amended commit. 

Undoing uncommitted changes 

Before changes are committed to the repository history, they live in the 

staging index and the working directory. You may need to undo changes 

within these two areas. The staging index and working directory are internal 

Git state management mechanisms. For more detailed information on how 

these two mechanisms operate, visit the git reset page which explores 

them in depth. 

The working directory 

The working directory is generally in sync with the local file system. To undo 

changes in the working directory you can edit files like you normally would 

using your favorite editor. Git has a couple utilities that help manage the 

working directory. There is the git clean command which is a convenience 

utility for undoing changes to the working directory. Additionally, git 

reset can be invoked with the --mixed or --hard options and will apply a 

reset to the working directory. 

The staging index 

The git add command is used to add changes to the staging index. Git 

reset is primarily used to undo the staging index changes. A --mixed reset 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/saving-changes
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/resetting-checking-out-and-reverting
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/undoing-changes/git-clean
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/saving-changes


 

 

will move any pending changes from the staging index back into the working 

directory. 

Undoing public changes 

When working on a team with remote repositories, extra consideration needs 

to be made when undoing changes. Git reset should generally be 

considered a 'local' undo method. A reset should be used when undoing 

changes to a private branch. This safely isolates the removal of commits from 

other branches that may be in use by other developers. Problems arise when 

a reset is executed on a shared branch and that branch is then pushed 

remotely with git push. Git will block the push in this scenario complaining 

that the branch being pushed is out of date from the remote branch as it is 

missing commits. 

The preferred method of undoing shared history is git revert. A revert is 

safer than a reset because it will not remove any commits from a shared 

history. A revert will retain the commits you want to undo and create a new 

commit that inverts the undesired commit. This method is safer for shared 

remote collaboration because a remote developer can then pull the branch 

and receive the new revert commit which undoes the undesired commit. 

  

 

 

Git toolbox provides multiple unique tools for fixing up 

mistakes during your development. Commands such as git 

reset, git checkout, and git revert allow you 

to undo erroneous changes in your repository. 

Because they perform similar operations, it is very easy to mix 

them up. There are a few guidelines and rules for when each 

command should and should not be used. Let's take a look! 



 

 

Be careful! You can't always redo after an undo. This is one of the few 

areas in Git where you may lose some work if you do it wrong. 

Undoing with Git Commands 

I will start off by clarifying the main differences between these 

three commands. 

Checkout: 

 Use this to move the HEAD pointer to a specific commit 

or switchbetween branches. 

 It rollbacks any content changes to those of the specific 

commit. 

 This will not make changes to the commit history. 

 Has potential to overwrite files in the working directory. 

Revert: 

 Rollback changes you have committed. 

 Creates a new commit from a specified commit by inverting 

it. Hence, adds a new commit history to the project, but it 

does not modify the existing one. 

 Has the potential to overwrite files in the working directory. 

Reset: 

 Use this to return the entire working tree to the last 

committed state. This will discard commits in a private branch or 

throw away uncommitted changes! 

 Changes which commit a branch HEAD is currently 

pointing at. It alters the existing commit history. 

 Can be used to unstage a file. 

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Git-Basics-Undoing-Things
https://kolosek.com/git-branches/


 

 

Every command lets you undo some kind of change in your 

repository, only checkout and reset can be used to manipulate 

either commits or individual files. 

Using the Commands 

There are many different ways you can undo your changes, it all 

depends on the current scenario. Selecting an appropriate 

method depends on whether or not you have committed the 

change by mistake, and if you have committed it, whether you 

have shared it or not. 

Undo Public Changes 

Scenario: Image that you did git push in hotfix branch for 

commits you didn't want to make yet. 

Solution: The safest way to fix this is by reverting your changes 

since it doesn't re-write the commit history. 

git checkout hotfix 

git revert HEAD~1 

Result: You have successfully undone committed changes! 

Everything that was changed in the old commit will be reverted 

with this new commit. Git forces you to commit or stash any changes 

in the working directory that will be lost during the checkout. 

https://kolosek.com/git-commands-tutorial-part1/
https://kolosek.com/git-commands-tutorial-part2/
https://kolosek.com/git-stash/


 

 

 

You can think of git revert as a tool for undoing committed changes, 

while git reset HEAD is for undoing uncommitted changes. 

Undo Local Changes 

Scenario: You started working on a feature, but you didn't like the 

end result. These changes haven't been **shared* with anyone else.* 

Solution: You want to undo everything in that files to the 

previous state, just the way it looked in the last commit. 

git checkout file_name.rb 

Result: File file_name.rb has been reverted to a state previously 

known to Git. Note that this removes all of the subsequent 

changes to the file! 
You can use git checkout branch_name to switch between branches. Git 

forces you to commit or stash any changes in the working directory that 

will be lost during the checkout operation. 

https://kolosek.com/git-commands-tutorial-part2/
https://res.cloudinary.com/practicaldev/image/fetch/s--jatxl5-W--/c_limit,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_auto,w_880/https:/storage.kraken.io/kk8yWPxzXVfBD3654oMN/782bf25d88e360df15ef96d84d872181/git-revert.png


 

 

Undo Private Changes 

Scenario: You've made some commits locally in the hotfix 

branch but everything is terrible! You want to remove the last 

two commits from the current branch. 

Solution: Reset the hotfix branch backward by two commits as if 

those commits never happened. 

git checkout hotfix 

git reset HEAD~2 

Result: Your git repository has been rewinded all the way back to 

the specified commit. Those left out commits are 

now orphaned and will be removed the next time Git performs 

a garbage collection. For now, then their contents are still on 

disk. 

 

https://kolosek.com/git-branches/
https://kolosek.com/git-branches/
https://res.cloudinary.com/practicaldev/image/fetch/s--vtdH0y_D--/c_limit,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_auto,w_880/https:/storage.kraken.io/kk8yWPxzXVfBD3654oMN/f0ae16e339631560090233b4c5850990/git-reset.png


 

 

You can tell Git what to do with your index (set of files that will 

become the next commit) and working directory when 

performing git reset by using one of the parameters: 

 --soft: Tells Git to reset HEAD to another commit, so index 

and the working directory will not be altered in any way. All 

of the files changed between the original HEAD and the 

commit will be staged. 

 --mixed: Just like the soft, this will reset HEAD to another 

commit. It will also reset the index to match it while 

working directory will not be touched. All the changes will 

stay in the working directory and appear as modified, but 

not staged. >The main difference between --mixedand --

soft is whether or not your index is also modified. Check 

more on git-reset-guide. 

 --hard: This resets everything - it resets HEAD back to 

another commit, resets the index to match it, and resets the 

working directory to match it as well. 

Tips and Tricks 

There are two additional things that can come in handy during 

your Git adventures. 

Fix the Previous Commit Message 

Scenario: Everyone makes typo mistakes when writing commits 

and this is completely fine! It can be easily fixed before you do 

a git push. 

Solution: Just run git commit --amend or git commit --amend -m 

'The new message'. This will update and replace the most recent 

commit with a new commit. 

https://kolosek.com/git-commands-tutorial-part2/
https://gist.github.com/tnguyen14/0827ae6eefdff39e452b


 

 

Redo After Undo 

Scenario: You have done a git reset --hard for some unwanted 

changes, but then you realized that you actually needed them. 

Solution: git reflog comes to your rescue! It is an amazing 

command for recovering project history and it can 

recover almost anything. 

 
 

Cleaning the working copy 

Checking out the Master branch 
Make sure you are on the lastest commit in the master brach before you continue. 

RUN: 

git checkout master 

02Change hello.html 
It happens that you modify a file in your local working directory and sometimes wish 
just to discard the committed changes. Here is when the checkout command will help 
you. 

Make changes to the hello.html file in the form of an unwanted comment. 

FILE: HELLO.HTML 

<html> 

  <head> 

  </head> 

  <body> 

    <h1>Hello, World!</h1> 

    <!-- This is a bad comment.  We want to revert it. --> 
  </body> 
</html> 
 
 

03Check the status 
First of all, check the working directory’s status. 



 

 

RUN: 

git status 

RESULT: 

$ git status 

# On branch master 

# Changes not staged for commit: 

#   (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed) 

#   (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working 
directory) 

# 

#   modified:   hello.html 

# 

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a") 

We see that the hello.html file has been modified, but not staged yet. 

04 
Undoing the changes in the working 

directory 
 
Use the checkout command in order to checkout the repository’s version of 
the hello.html file. 

RUN: 

git checkout hello.html 

git status 

cat hello.html 

RESULT: 

$ git checkout hello.html 

$ git status 

# On branch master 

nothing to commit (working directory clean) 

$ cat hello.html 

<html> 



 

 

  <head> 
  </head> 
  <body> 
    <h1>Hello, World!</h1> 
  </body> 
</html> 
The status command shows there were no unstaged changes in the working directory. 
And the “bad comment” is no longer contained in the file. 

 

 

NAME 

gitignore - Specifies intentionally untracked files to ignore 

SYNOPSIS 

$XDG_CONFIG_HOME/git/ignore, $GIT_DIR/info/exclude, .gitignore 

DESCRIPTION 
A gitignore file specifies intentionally untracked files that Git should ignore. Files already 

tracked by Git are not affected; see the NOTES below for details. 

Each line in a gitignore file specifies a pattern. When deciding whether to ignore a path, Git 

normally checks gitignore  patterns from multiple sources, with the following order of 

precedence, from highest to lowest (within one level of precedence, the last matching pattern 

decides the outcome): 

 Patterns read from the command line for those commands that support them. 

 Patterns read from a .gitignore  file in the same directory as the path, or in any parent 

directory, with patterns in the higher level files (up to the toplevel of the work tree) being 

overridden by those in lower level files down to the directory containing the file. These patterns 

match relative to the location of the .gitignore  file. A project normally includes 

such .gitignore  files in its repository, containing patterns for files generated as part of the 

project build. 

 Patterns read from $GIT_DIR/info/exclude. 

 Patterns read from the file specified by the configuration variable core.excludesFile. 

Which file to place a pattern in depends on how the pattern is meant to be used. 

 Patterns which should be version-controlled and distributed to other repositories via clone (i.e., 

files that all developers will want to ignore) should go into a .gitignore  file. 

 Patterns which are specific to a particular repository but which do not need to be shared with 

other related repositories (e.g., auxiliary files that live inside the repository but are specific to 

one user’s workflow) should go into the $GIT_DIR/info/exclude  file. 



 

 

 Patterns which a user wants Git to ignore in all situations (e.g., backup or temporary files 

generated by the user’s editor of choice) generally go into a file specified 

by core.excludesFile in the user’s ~/.gitconfig. Its default value is 

$XDG_CONFIG_HOME/git/ignore. If $XDG_CONFIG_HOME is either not set or empty, 

$HOME/.config/git/ignore is used instead. 

The underlying Git plumbing tools, such as git ls-files and git read-tree, read gitignore patterns 

specified by command-line options, or from files specified by command-line options. Higher-level 

Git tools, such as git status and git add, use patterns from the sources specified above. 

PATTERN FORMAT 

 A blank line matches no files, so it can serve as a separator for readability. 

 A line starting with # serves as a comment. Put a backslash ("\") in front of the first hash for 

patterns that begin with a hash. 

 Trailing spaces are ignored unless they are quoted with backslash ("\"). 

 An optional prefix "!" which negates the pattern; any matching file excluded by a previous 

pattern will become included again. It is not possible to re-include a file if a parent directory of 

that file is excluded. Git doesn’t list excluded directories for performance reasons, so any 

patterns on contained files have no effect, no matter where they are defined. Put a backslash 

("\") in front of the first "!" for patterns that begin with a literal "!", for example, 

"\!important!.txt". 

 If the pattern ends with a slash, it is removed for the purpose of the following description, but it 

would only find a match with a directory. In other words, foo/  will match a directory foo  and 

paths underneath it, but will not match a regular file or a symbolic link foo  (this is consistent 

with the way how pathspec works in general in Git). 

 If the pattern does not contain a slash /, Git treats it as a shell glob pattern and checks for a 

match against the pathname relative to the location of the .gitignore  file (relative to the 

toplevel of the work tree if not from a .gitignore  file). 

 Otherwise, Git treats the pattern as a shell glob: "*" matches anything except "/", "?" matches 

any one character except "/" and "[]" matches one character in a selected range. See 

fnmatch(3) and the FNM_PATHNAME flag for a more detailed description. 

 A leading slash matches the beginning of the pathname. For example, "/*.c" matches "cat-file.c" 

but not "mozilla-sha1/sha1.c". 

Two consecutive asterisks ("**") in patterns matched against full pathname may have special 

meaning: 

 A leading "**" followed by a slash means match in all directories. For example, "**/foo" 

matches file or directory "foo" anywhere, the same as pattern "foo". "**/foo/bar" matches 

file or directory "bar" anywhere that is directly under directory "foo". 

 A trailing "/**" matches everything inside. For example, "abc/**" matches all files inside 

directory "abc", relative to the location of the .gitignore file, with infinite depth. 

 A slash followed by two consecutive asterisks then a slash matches zero or more directories. For 

example, "a/**/b" matches "a/b", "a/x/b", "a/x/y/b" and so on. 



 

 

 Other consecutive asterisks are considered regular asterisks and will match according to the 

previous rules. 

CONFIGURATION 
The optional configuration variable core.excludesFile  indicates a path to a file containing 

patterns of file names to exclude, similar to $GIT_DIR/info/exclude. Patterns in the exclude 

file are used in addition to those in $GIT_DIR/info/exclude. 

NOTES 

The purpose of gitignore files is to ensure that certain files not tracked by Git remain untracked. 

To stop tracking a file that is currently tracked, use git rm --cached. 

EXAMPLES 

    $ git status 

    [...] 

    # Untracked files: 

    [...] 

    #       Documentation/foo.html 

    #       Documentation/gitignore.html 

    #       file.o 

    #       lib.a 

    #       src/internal.o 

    [...] 

    $ cat .git/info/exclude 

    # ignore objects and archives, anywhere in the tree. 

    *.[oa] 

    $ cat Documentation/.gitignore 

    # ignore generated html files, 

    *.html 

    # except foo.html which is maintained by hand 



 

 

    !foo.html 

    $ git status 

    [...] 

    # Untracked files: 

    [...] 

    #       Documentation/foo.html 

    [...] 

Another example: 

    $ cat .gitignore 

    vmlinux* 

    $ ls arch/foo/kernel/vm* 

    arch/foo/kernel/vmlinux.lds.S 

    $ echo '!/vmlinux*' >arch/foo/kernel/.gitignore 

The second .gitignore prevents Git from ignoring arch/foo/kernel/vmlinux.lds.S. 

Example to exclude everything except a specific directory foo/bar  (note the /* - without the 

slash, the wildcard would also exclude everything within foo/bar): 

    $ cat .gitignore 

    # exclude everything except directory foo/bar 

    /* 

    !/foo 

    /foo/* 

    !/foo/bar 

 

Ignoring files and directories with a .gitignore file 
You can make Git ignore certain files and directories — that is, exclude them from being 

tracked by Git — by creating one or more .gitignore  files in your repository. 

https://git-scm.com/docs/gitignore


 

 

In software projects, .gitignore  typically contains a listing of files and/or directories that 

are generated during the build process or at runtime. Entries in the .gitignore file may 

include names or paths pointing to: 

1. temporary resources e.g. caches, log files, compiled code, etc. 
2. local configuration files that should not be shared with other developers 
3. files containing secret information, such as login passwords, keys and credentials 

When created in the top level directory, the rules will apply recursively to all files and 
sub-directories throughout the entire repository. When created in a sub-directory, the 
rules will apply to that specific directory and its sub-directories. 

When a file or directory is ignored, it will not be: 

1. tracked by Git 

2. reported by commands such as git status  or git diff  

3. staged with commands such as git add -A  

In the unusual case that you need to ignore tracked files, special care should be taken.  

 

Examples 

Here are some generic examples of rules in a .gitignore  file, based on glob file 

patterns: 

# Lines starting with `#` are comments. 
 
# Ignore files called 'file.ext' 
file.ext 
 
# Comments can't be on the same line as rules! 
# The following line ignores files called 'file.ext # not a comment' 
file.ext # not a comment  
 
# Ignoring files with full path. 
# This matches files in the root directory and subdirectories too. 
# i.e. otherfile.ext will be ignored anywhere on the tree. 
dir/otherdir/file.ext 
otherfile.ext 
 
# Ignoring directories 
# Both the directory itself and its contents will be ignored. 
bin/ 
gen/ 
 
# Glob pattern can also be used here to ignore paths with certain characters. 
# For example, the below rule will match both build/ and Build/ 
[bB]uild/ 
 
# Without the trailing slash, the rule will match a file and/or 
# a directory, so the following would ignore both a file named `gen` 
# and a directory named `gen`, as well as any contents of that directory 
bin 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glob_(programming)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glob_(programming)


 

 

gen 
 
# Ignoring files by extension 
# All files with these extensions will be ignored in 
# this directory and all its sub-directories. 
*.apk 
*.class 
 
# It's possible to combine both forms to ignore files with certain 
# extensions in certain directories. The following rules would be 
# redundant with generic rules defined above. 
java/*.apk 
gen/*.class 
 
# To ignore files only at the top level directory, but not in its 
# subdirectories, prefix the rule with a `/` 
/*.apk 
/*.class 
 
# To ignore any directories named DirectoryA  
# in any depth use ** before DirectoryA 
# Do not forget the last /,  
# Otherwise it will ignore all files named DirectoryA, rather than directories 
**/DirectoryA/ 
# This would ignore  
# DirectoryA/ 
# DirectoryB/DirectoryA/  
# DirectoryC/DirectoryB/DirectoryA/ 
# It would not ignore a file named DirectoryA, at any level 
 
# To ignore any directory named DirectoryB within a  
# directory named DirectoryA with any number of  
# directories in between, use ** between the directories 
DirectoryA/**/DirectoryB/ 
# This would ignore  
# DirectoryA/DirectoryB/  
# DirectoryA/DirectoryQ/DirectoryB/  
# DirectoryA/DirectoryQ/DirectoryW/DirectoryB/ 
 
# To ignore a set of files, wildcards can be used, as can be seen above. 
# A sole '*' will ignore everything in your folder, including your .gitignore file. 
# To exclude specific files when using wildcards, negate them. 
# So they are excluded from the ignore list: 
!.gitignore  
 
# Use the backslash as escape character to ignore files with a hash (#) 
# (supported since 1.6.2.1) 
\#*# 

Most .gitignore  files are standard across various languages, so to get started, here is 

set of sample .gitignore  files listed by language from which to clone or copy/modify 

into your project. Alternatively, for a fresh project you may consider auto-generating a 
starter file using an online tool. 

 

Other forms of .gitignore 
.gitignore  files are intended to be committed as part of the repository. If you want to 

ignore certain files without committing the ignore rules, here are some options: 

https://github.com/github/gitignore
https://www.gitignore.io/


 

 

 Edit the .git/info/exclude  file (using the same syntax as .gitignore ). The rules will 

be global in the scope of the repository; 
 Set up a global gitignore file that will apply ignore rules to all your local repositories: 

Furthermore, you can ignore local changes to tracked files without changing the global 
git configuration with: 

 git update-index --skip-worktree [<file>...] : for minor local modifications 

 git update-index --assume-unchanged [<file>...] : for production ready, non-

changing files upstream 

See more details on differences between the latter flags and the git update-

index documentation for further options. 

 

Cleaning up ignored files 
You can use git clean -X  to cleanup ignored files: 

git clean -Xn #display a list of ignored files 
git clean -Xf #remove the previously displayed files 

Note: -X  (caps) cleans up only ignored files. Use -x  (no caps) to also remove 

untracked files. 

See the git clean  documentation for more details. 

 
See the Git manual for more details. 

 
 

Working Remotely with  

git clone 
 

Here we'll examine the git clone command in depth. git cloneis a Git 

command line utility which is used to target an existing repository and create 

a clone, or copy of the target repository. In this page we'll discuss extended 

configuration options and common use cases of git clone. Some points 

we'll cover here are: 

https://riptutorial.com/git/example/1222/a-global--gitignore-file
http://stackoverflow.com/a/13631525/4531270
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-update-index
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-update-index
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-update-index
https://riptutorial.com/git/topic/1254/git-clean
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 Cloning a local or remote repository 

 Cloning a bare repository 

 Using shallow options to partially clone repositories 

 Git URL syntax and supported protocols 

On the setting up a repository guide, we covered a basic use case of git 

clone. This page will explore more complex cloning and configuration 

scenarios. 

Purpose: repo-to-repo 

collaboration development 

copy 

If a project has already been set up in a central repository, the git 

clone command is the most common way for users to obtain a development 

copy. Like git init, cloning is generally a one-time operation. Once a 

developer has obtained a working copy, all version control operations and 

collaborations are managed through their local repository. 

Repo-to-repo collaboration 

It’s important to understand that Git’s idea of a “working copy” is very 

different from the working copy you get by checking out code from an SVN 

repository. Unlike SVN, Git makes no distinction between the working copy 

and the central repository—they're all full-fledged Git repositories. 

This makes collaborating with Git fundamentally different than with SVN. 

Whereas SVN depends on the relationship between the central repository 

and the working copy, Git’s collaboration model is based on repository-to-

repository interaction. Instead of checking a working copy into SVN’s central 

repository, you pushor pull commits from one repository to another. 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/setting-up-a-repository
http://bitbucket.org/code-repository
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-push
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-pull


 

 

 

Of course, there’s nothing stopping you from giving certain Git repos special 

meaning. For example, by simply designating one Git repo as the “central” 

repository, it’s possible to replicate a centralized workflow using Git. The 

point is, this is accomplished through conventions rather than being 

hardwired into the VCS itself. 

Usage 

git clone is primarily used to point to an existing repo and make a clone or 

copy of that repo at in a new directory, at another location. The original 

repository can be located on the local filesystem or on remote machine 

accessible supported protocols. The git clone command copies an existing 

Git repository. This is sort of like SVN checkout, except the “working copy” is 

a full-fledged Git repository—it has its own history, manages its own files, 

and is a completely isolated environment from the original repository. 

As a convenience, cloning automatically creates a remote connection called 

"origin" pointing back to the original repository. This makes it very easy to 

interact with a central repository. This automatic connection is established by 

creating Git refs to the remote branch heads 

under refs/remotes/origin and by 

initializing remote.origin.url and remote.origin.fetchconfiguration 

variables. 

An example demonstrating using git clone can be found on the setting up 

a repository guide. The example below demonstrates how to obtain a local 

copy of a central repository stored on a server accessible 

at example.com using the SSH username john: 

git clone ssh://john@example.com/path/to/my-project.git 

cd my-project 

# Start working on the project 

The first command initializes a new Git repository in the my-project folder on 

your local machine and populates it with the contents of the central 

repository. Then, you can cd into the project and start editing files, 

committing snapshots, and interacting with other repositories. Also note that 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/comparing-workflows
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/setting-up-a-repository
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the .gitextension is omitted from the cloned repository. This reflects the 

non-bare status of the local copy. 

Cloning to a specific folder 
git clone <repo> <directory> 

Clone the repository located at <repo> into the folder 

called ~<directory>! on the local machine. 

Cloning a specific tag 
git clone --branch <tag> <repo> 

Clone the repository located at <repo> and only clone the ref for <tag>. 

Shallow clone 
git clone -depth=1 <repo> 

Clone the repository located at <repo> and only clone the  

history of commits specified by the option depth=1. In this example a clone 

of <repo> is made and only the most recent commit is included in the new 

cloned Repo. Shallow cloning is most useful when working with repos that 

have an extensive commit history. An extensive commit history may cause 

scaling problems such as disk space usage limits and long wait times when 

cloning. A Shallow clone can help alleviate these scaling issues. 

Configuration options 

git clone -branch 

The -branch argument lets you specify a specific a branch to clone instead of 

the branch the remote HEAD is pointing to, usually the master branch. In 

addition you can pass a tag instead of branch for the same effect. 

git clone -branch new_feature git://remoterepository.git 

This above example would clone only the new_feature branch from the 

remote Git repository. This is purely a convince utility to save you time from 

downloading the HEAD ref of the repository and then having to additionally 

fetch the ref you need. 



 

 

git clone -mirror vs. git clone -bare 

git clone --bare 

Similar to git init --bare, when the -bare argument is passed to git 

clone, a copy of the remote repository will be made with an omitted 

working directory. This means that a repository will be set up with the history 

of the project that can be pushed and pulled from, but cannot be edited 

directly. In addition, no remote branches for the repo will be configured with 

the -barerepository. Like git init --bare, this is used to create a hosted 

repository that developers will not edit directly. 

git clone --mirror 

Passing the --mirror argument implicitly passes the --bareargument as well. 

This means the behavior of --bare is inherited by --mirror. Resulting in a 

bare repo with no editable working files. In addition, --mirror will clone all 

the extended refs of the remote repository, and maintain remote branch 

tracking configuration. You can then run git remote update on the mirror 

and it will overwrite all refs from the origin repo. Giving you exact 'mirrored' 

functionality. 

Other configuration options 

For a comprehensive list of other git clone options visit the official Git 

documentation. In this document, we'll touch on some other common 

options. 

git clone --template 

git clone --template=<template_directory> <repo location> 

Clones the repo at <repo location> and applies the template 

from <template directory> to the newly created local branch. A thorough 

refrence on Git templates can be found on our git init page. 

  

Git URLs 

Git has its own URL syntax which is used to pass remote repository locations 

to Git commands. Because git clone is most commonly used on remote 

https://git-scm.com/docs/git-clone
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-clone
http://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/setting-up-a-repository/git-init


 

 

repositories we will examine Git URL syntax here. 

  

Git URL protocols 

-SSH 

Secure Shell (SSH) is a ubiquitous authenticated network protocol that is 

commonly configured by default on most servers. Because SSH is an 

authenticated protocol, you'll need to establish credentials with the hosting 

server before 

connecting. ssh://[user@]host.xz[:port]/path/to/repo.git/ 

  

- GIT 

  

A protocol unique to git. Git comes with a daemon that runs on port (9418). 

The protocol is similar to SSH however it has NO 

AUTHENTICATION. git://host.xz[:port]/path/to/repo.git/ 

  

- HTTP 

  

Hyper text transfer protocol. The protocol of the web, most commonly used 

for transferring web page HTML data over the Internet. Git can be configured 

to communicate over HTTP http[s]://host.xz[:port]/path/to/repo.git/ 

 
 

2.3 Git Basics - Viewing the 

Commit History 

Viewing the Commit History 



 

 

After you have created several commits, or if you have cloned a repository with an existing commit 

history, you’ll probably want to look back to see what has happened. The most basic and powerful 

tool to do this is the git log command. 

These examples use a very simple project called “simplegit”. To get the project, run 

$ git clone https://github.com/schacon/simplegit-progit 

When you run git log in this project, you should get output that looks something like this: 

$ git log 

 
GIT PROTOCOL 

Git on the Server - The Protocols 
At this point, you should be able to do most of the day-to-day tasks for which you’ll be using Git. 

However, in order to do any collaboration in Git, you’ll need to have a remote Git repository. 

Although you can technically push changes to and pull changes from individuals' repositories, doing 

so is discouraged because you can fairly easily confuse what they’re working on if you’re not 

careful. Furthermore, you want your collaborators to be able to access the repository even if your 

computer is offline — having a more reliable common repository is often useful. Therefore, the 

preferred method for collaborating with someone is to set up an intermediate repository that you 

both have access to, and push to and pull from that. 

Running a Git server is fairly straightforward. First, you choose which protocols you want your 

server to support. The first section of this chapter will cover the available protocols and the pros and 

cons of each. The next sections will explain some typical setups using those protocols and how to 

get your server running with them. Last, we’ll go over a few hosted options, if you don’t mind 

hosting your code on someone else’s server and don’t want to go through the hassle of setting up 

and maintaining your own server. 

If you have no interest in running your own server, you can skip to the last section of the chapter to 

see some options for setting up a hosted account and then move on to the next chapter, where we 

discuss the various ins and outs of working in a distributed source control environment. 

A remote repository is generally a bare repository — a Git repository that has no working directory. 

Because the repository is only used as a collaboration point, there is no reason to have a snapshot 

checked out on disk; it’s just the Git data. In the simplest terms, a bare repository is the contents of 

your project’s .git directory and nothing else. 



 

 

The Protocols 

Git can use four distinct protocols to transfer data: Local, HTTP, Secure Shell (SSH) and Git. Here 

we’ll discuss what they are and in what basic circumstances you would want (or not want) to use 

them. 

Local Protocol 

The most basic is the Local protocol, in which the remote repository is in another directory on the 

same host. This is often used if everyone on your team has access to a shared filesystem such as 

an NFS mount, or in the less likely case that everyone logs in to the same computer. The latter 

wouldn’t be ideal, because all your code repository instances would reside on the same computer, 

making a catastrophic loss much more likely. 

If you have a shared mounted filesystem, then you can clone, push to, and pull from a local file-

based repository. To clone a repository like this, or to add one as a remote to an existing project, 

use the path to the repository as the URL. For example, to clone a local repository, you can run 

something like this: 

$ git clone /srv/git/project.git 

Or you can do this: 

$ git clone file:///srv/git/project.git 

Git operates slightly differently if you explicitly specify file:// at the beginning of the URL. If you 

just specify the path, Git tries to use hardlinks or directly copy the files it needs. If you 

specify file://, Git fires up the processes that it normally uses to transfer data over a network, 

which is generally much less efficient. The main reason to specify the file:// prefix is if you want 

a clean copy of the repository with extraneous references or objects left out — generally after an 

import from another VCS or something similar (see Git Internals for maintenance tasks). We’ll use 

the normal path here because doing so is almost always faster. 

To add a local repository to an existing Git project, you can run something like this: 

$ git remote add local_proj /srv/git/project.git 

Then, you can push to and pull from that remote via your new remote name local_proj as 

though you were doing so over a network. 

The Pros 

The pros of file-based repositories are that they’re simple and they use existing file permissions and 

network access. If you already have a shared filesystem to which your whole team has access, 

setting up a repository is very easy. You stick the bare repository copy somewhere everyone has 

shared access to and set the read/write permissions as you would for any other shared directory. 

We’ll discuss how to export a bare repository copy for this purpose in Getting Git on a Server. 

This is also a nice option for quickly grabbing work from someone else’s working repository. If you 

and a co-worker are working on the same project and they want you to check something out, 

running a command like git pull /home/john/project is often easier than them pushing to 

a remote server and you subsequently fetching from it. 

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/ch00/ch10-git-internals
https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/ch00/_getting_git_on_a_server


 

 

The Cons 

The cons of this method are that shared access is generally more difficult to set up and reach from 

multiple locations than basic network access. If you want to push from your laptop when you’re at 

home, you have to mount the remote disk, which can be difficult and slow compared to network-

based access. 

It’s important to mention that this isn’t necessarily the fastest option if you’re using a shared mount 

of some kind. A local repository is fast only if you have fast access to the data. A repository on NFS 

is often slower than the repository over SSH on the same server, allowing Git to run off local disks 

on each system. 

Finally, this protocol does not protect the repository against accidental damage. Every user has full 

shell access to the “remote” directory, and there is nothing preventing them from changing or 

removing internal Git files and corrupting the repository. 

The HTTP Protocols 

Git can communicate over HTTP using two different modes. Prior to Git 1.6.6, there was only one 

way it could do this which was very simple and generally read-only. In version 1.6.6, a new, smarter 

protocol was introduced that involved Git being able to intelligently negotiate data transfer in a 

manner similar to how it does over SSH. In the last few years, this new HTTP protocol has become 

very popular since it’s simpler for the user and smarter about how it communicates. The newer 

version is often referred to as the Smart HTTP protocol and the older way as Dumb HTTP. We’ll 

cover the newer Smart HTTP protocol first. 

Smart HTTP 

Smart HTTP operates very similarly to the SSH or Git protocols but runs over standard HTTPS 

ports and can use various HTTP authentication mechanisms, meaning it’s often easier on the user 

than something like SSH, since you can use things like username/password authentication rather 

than having to set up SSH keys. 

It has probably become the most popular way to use Git now, since it can be set up to both serve 

anonymously like the git:// protocol, and can also be pushed over with authentication and 

encryption like the SSH protocol. Instead of having to set up different URLs for these things, you 

can now use a single URL for both. If you try to push and the repository requires authentication 

(which it normally should), the server can prompt for a username and password. The same goes for 

read access. 

In fact, for services like GitHub, the URL you use to view the repository online (for 

example, https://github.com/schacon/simplegit) is the same URL you can use to clone and, if you 

have access, push over. 

Dumb HTTP 

If the server does not respond with a Git HTTP smart service, the Git client will try to fall back to the 

simpler Dumb HTTP protocol. The Dumb protocol expects the bare Git repository to be served like 

normal files from the web server. The beauty of Dumb HTTP is the simplicity of setting it up. 

Basically, all you have to do is put a bare Git repository under your HTTP document root and set up 

https://github.com/schacon/simplegit


 

 

a specific post-update hook, and you’re done (See Git Hooks). At that point, anyone who can 

access the web server under which you put the repository can also clone your repository. To allow 

read access to your repository over HTTP, do something like this: 

$ cd /var/www/htdocs/ 

$ git clone --bare /path/to/git_project gitproject.git 

$ cd gitproject.git 

$ mv hooks/post-update.sample hooks/post-update 

$ chmod a+x hooks/post-update 

That’s all. The post-update hook that comes with Git by default runs the appropriate command 

(git update-server-info) to make HTTP fetching and cloning work properly. This command 

is run when you push to this repository (over SSH perhaps); then, other people can clone via 

something like 

$ git clone https://example.com/gitproject.git 

In this particular case, we’re using the /var/www/htdocs path that is common for Apache setups, 

but you can use any static web server — just put the bare repository in its path. The Git data is 

served as basic static files (see the Git Internals chapter for details about exactly how it’s served). 

Generally you would either choose to run a read/write Smart HTTP server or simply have the files 

accessible as read-only in the Dumb manner. It’s rare to run a mix of the two services. 

The Pros 

We’ll concentrate on the pros of the Smart version of the HTTP protocol. 

The simplicity of having a single URL for all types of access and having the server prompt only 

when authentication is needed makes things very easy for the end user. Being able to authenticate 

with a username and password is also a big advantage over SSH, since users don’t have to 

generate SSH keys locally and upload their public key to the server before being able to interact 

with it. For less sophisticated users, or users on systems where SSH is less common, this is a 

major advantage in usability. It is also a very fast and efficient protocol, similar to the SSH one. 

You can also serve your repositories read-only over HTTPS, which means you can encrypt the 

content transfer; or you can go so far as to make the clients use specific signed SSL certificates. 

Another nice thing is that HTTPS are such commonly used protocols that corporate firewalls are 

often set up to allow traffic through these ports. 

The Cons 

Git over HTTPS can be a little more tricky to set up compared to SSH on some servers. Other than 

that, there is very little advantage that other protocols have over Smart HTTP for serving Git 

content. 

If you’re using HTTP for authenticated pushing, providing your credentials is sometimes more 

complicated than using keys over SSH. There are, however, several credential caching tools you 

can use, including Keychain access on macOS and Credential Manager on Windows, to make this 

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/ch00/_git_hooks
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pretty painless. Read Credential Storage to see how to set up secure HTTP password caching on 

your system. 

The SSH Protocol 

A common transport protocol for Git when self-hosting is over SSH. This is because SSH access to 

servers is already set up in most places — and if it isn’t, it’s easy to do. SSH is also an 

authenticated network protocol and, because it’s ubiquitous, it’s generally easy to set up and use. 

To clone a Git repository over SSH, you can specify an ssh:// URL like this: 

$ git clone ssh://[user@]server/project.git 

Or you can use the shorter scp-like syntax for the SSH protocol: 

$ git clone [user@]server:project.git 

In both cases above, if you don’t specify the optional username, Git assumes the user you’re 

currently logged in as. 

The Pros 

The pros of using SSH are many. First, SSH is relatively easy to set up — SSH daemons are 

commonplace, many network admins have experience with them, and many OS distributions are 

set up with them or have tools to manage them. Next, access over SSH is secure — all data 

transfer is encrypted and authenticated. Last, like the HTTPS, Git and Local protocols, SSH is 

efficient, making the data as compact as possible before transferring it. 

The Cons 

The negative aspect of SSH is that it doesn’t support anonymous access to your Git repository. If 

you’re using SSH, people must have SSH access to your machine, even in a read-only capacity, 

which doesn’t make SSH conducive to open source projects for which people might simply want to 

clone your repository to examine it. If you’re using it only within your corporate network, SSH may 

be the only protocol you need to deal with. If you want to allow anonymous read-only access to 

your projects and also want to use SSH, you’ll have to set up SSH for you to push over but 

something else for others to fetch from. 

The Git Protocol 

Finally, we have the Git protocol. This is a special daemon that comes packaged with Git; it listens 

on a dedicated port (9418) that provides a service similar to the SSH protocol, but with absolutely 

no authentication. In order for a repository to be served over the Git protocol, you must create 

a git-daemon-export-ok file — the daemon won’t serve a repository without that file in it — but, 

other than that, there is no security. Either the Git repository is available for everyone to clone, or it 

isn’t. This means that there is generally no pushing over this protocol. You can enable push access 

but, given the lack of authentication, anyone on the internet who finds your project’s URL could 

push to that project. Suffice it to say that this is rare. 

The Pros 

The Git protocol is often the fastest network transfer protocol available. If you’re serving a lot of 

traffic for a public project or serving a very large project that doesn’t require user authentication for 

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/ch00/_credential_caching


 

 

read access, it’s likely that you’ll want to set up a Git daemon to serve your project. It uses the 

same data-transfer mechanism as the SSH protocol but without the encryption and authentication 

overhead. 

The Cons 

The downside of the Git protocol is the lack of authentication. It’s generally undesirable for the Git 

protocol to be the only access to your project. Generally, you’ll pair it with SSH or HTTPS access 

for the few developers who have push (write) access and have everyone else use git:// for 

read-only access. It’s also probably the most difficult protocol to set up. It must run its own daemon, 

which requires xinetd or systemd configuration or the like, which isn’t always a walk in the park. 

It also requires firewall access to port 9418, which isn’t a standard port that corporate firewalls 

always allow. Behind big corporate firewalls, this obscure port is commonly blocked. 

 
 

 

Git tag 
git status git tag git blame 

Tagging 

This document will discuss the Git concept of tagging and the git 

tag command. Tags are ref's that point to specific points in Git history. 

Tagging is generally used to capture a point in history that is used for a 

marked version release (i.e. v1.0.1). A tag is like a branch that doesn’t change. 

Unlike branches, tags, after being created, have no further history of commits. 

For more info on branches visit the git branch page. This document will 

cover the different kind of tags, how to create tags, listing all tags, deleting 

tags, sharing tags, and more. 

Creating a tag 

To create a new tag execute the following command: 

git tag <tagname> 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/inspecting-a-repository
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Replace <tagname> with a semantic identifier to the state of the repo at 

the time the tag is being created. A common pattern is to use version 

numbers like git tag v1.4. Git supports two different types of tags, 

annotated and lightweight tags. The previous example created a lightweight 

tag. Lightweight tags and Annotated tags differ in the amount of 

accompanying meta data they store. A best practice is to consider Annotated 

tags as public, and Lightweight tags as private. Annotated tags store extra 

meta data such as: the tagger name, email, and date. This is important data 

for a public release. Lightweight tags are essentially 'bookmarks' to a commit, 

they are just a name and a pointer to a commit, useful for creating quick links 

to relevant commits. 

Annotated Tags 

Annotated tags are stored as full objects in the Git database. To reiterate, 

They store extra meta data such as: the tagger name, email, and date. Similar 

to commits and commit messages Annotated tags have a tagging message. 

Additionally, for security, annotated tags can be signed and verified with GNU 

Privacy Guard (GPG). Suggested best practices for git tagging is to prefer 

annotated tags over lightweight so you can have all the associated meta-

data. 

git tag -a v1.4 

Executing this command will create a new annotated tag identified with v1.4. 

The command will then open up the configured default text editor to prompt 

for further meta data input. 

git tag -a v1.4 -m "my version 1.4" 

Executing this command is similar to the previous invocation, however, this 

version of the command is passed the -m option and a message. This is a 

convenience method similar to git commit -m that will immediately create a 

new tag and forgo opening the local text editor in favor of saving the 

message passed in with the -m option. 

Lightweight Tags 



 

 

git tag v1.4-lw 

Executing this command creates a lightweight tag identified as v1.4-

lw. Lightweight tags are created with the absence of the -a, -s, or -

m options. Lightweight tags create a new tag checksum and store it in 

the .git/ directory of the project's repo. 

Listing Tags 

To list stored tags in a repo execute the following: 

git tag 

This will output a list of tags: 

v0.10.0 

v0.10.0-rc1 

v0.11.0 

v0.11.0-rc1 

v0.11.1 

v0.11.2 

v0.12.0 

v0.12.0-rc1 

v0.12.1 

v0.12.2 

v0.13.0 

v0.13.0-rc1 

v0.13.0-rc2 

To refine the list of tags the -l option can be passed with a wild card 

expression: 

$ git tag -l *-rc* 

v0.10.0-rc1 

v0.11.0-rc1 

v0.12.0-rc1 

v0.13.0-rc1 

v0.13.0-rc2 

v0.14.0-rc1 

v0.9.0-rc1 

v15.0.0-rc.1 

v15.0.0-rc.2 

v15.4.0-rc.3 

This previous example uses the -l option and a wildcard expression of -

rc which returns a list of all tags marked with a -rc prefix, traditionally used 

to identify release candidates. 



 

 

Tagging Old Commits 

The previous tagging examples have demonstrated operations on implicit 

commits. By default, git tag will create a tag on the commit that HEAD is 

referencing. Alternatively git tag can be passed as a ref to a specific commit. 

This will tag the passed commit instead of defaulting to HEAD. To gather a list 

of older commits execute the git log command. 

$ git log --pretty=oneline 

15027957951b64cf874c3557a0f3547bd83b3ff6 Merge branch 'feature' 

a6b4c97498bd301d84096da251c98a07c7723e65 add update method for 

thing 

0d52aaab4479697da7686c15f77a3d64d9165190 one more thing 

6d52a271eda8725415634dd79daabbc4d9b6008e Merge branch 'experiment' 

Executing git log will output a list of commits. In this example we will pick 

the top most commit Merge branch 'feature' for the new tag. We will need 

to reference to the commit SHA hash to pass to Git: 

git tag -a v1.2 15027957951b64cf874c3557a0f3547bd83b3ff6 

Executing the above git tag invocation will create a new annotated commit 

identified as v1.2 for the commit we selected in the previous git 

log example. 

ReTagging/Replacing Old Tags 

If you try to create a tag with the same identifier as an existing tag, Git will 

throw an error like: 

fatal: tag 'v0.4' already exists 

Additionally if you try to tag an older commit with an existing tag identifier 

Git will throw the same error. 

In the event that you must update an existing tag, the -f FORCEoption must 

be used. 

git tag -a -f v1.4 15027957951b64cf874c3557a0f3547bd83b3ff6 



 

 

Executing the above command will map 

the 15027957951b64cf874c3557a0f3547bd83b3ff6 commit to the v1.4 tag 

identifier. It will override any existing content for the v1.4 tag. 

Sharing: Pushing Tags to 

Remote 

Sharing tags is similar to pushing branches. By default, git pushwill not push 

tags. Tags have to be explicitly passed to git push. 

$ git push origin v1.4 

Counting objects: 14, done. 

Delta compression using up to 8 threads. 

Compressing objects: 100% (12/12), done. 

Writing objects: 100% (14/14), 2.05 KiB | 0 bytes/s, done. 

Total 14 (delta 3), reused 0 (delta 0) 

To git@bitbucket.com:atlasbro/gittagdocs.git 

* [new tag] v1.4 -> v1.4 

To push multiple tags simultaneously pass the --tags option to git 

push command. When another user clones or pulls a repo they will receive 

the new tags. 

Checking Out Tags 

You can view the state of a repo at a tag by using the git 

checkout command. 

git checkout v1.4 

The above command will checkout the v1.4 tag. This puts the repo in a 

detached HEAD state. This means any changes made will not update the tag. 

They will create a new detached commit. This new detached commit will not 

be part of any branch and will only be reachable directly by the commits SHA 

hash. Therefore it is a best practice to create a new branch anytime you're 

making changes in a detached HEAD state. 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout


 

 

Deleting Tags 

Deleting tags is a straightforward operation. Passing the -doption and a tag 

identifier to git tag will delete the identified tag. 

$ git tag 

v1 

v2 

v3 

$ git tag -d v1 

$ git tag 

v2 

v3 

In this example git tag is executed to display a list of tags showing v1, v2, 

v3, Then git tag -d v1 is executed which deletes the v1 tag. 

 

 

git fetch 
git remote git fetch git push git pull 

The git fetch command downloads commits, files, and refs from a remote 

repository into your local repo. Fetching is what you do when you want to see 

what everybody else has been working on. It’s similar to svn update in that it 

lets you see how the central history has progressed, but it doesn’t force you 

to actually merge the changes into your repository. Git isolates fetched 

content as a from existing local content, it has absolutely no effect on your 

local development work. Fetched content has to be explicitly checked out 

using the git checkout command. This makes fetching a safe way to review 

commits before integrating them with your local repository. 

When downloading content from a remote repo, git pull and git 

fetch commands are available to accomplish the task. You can consider git 

fetch the 'safe' version of the two commands. It will download the remote 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-fetch
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-push
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing/git-pull
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout


 

 

content but not update your local repo's working state, leaving your current 

work intact. git pull is the more aggressive alternative, it will download the 

remote content for the active local branch and immediately execute git 

merge to create a merge commit for the new remote content. If you have 

pending changes in progress this will cause conflicts and kickoff the merge 

conflict resolution flow. 

How git fetch works with 

remote branches 

To better understand how git fetch works let us discuss how Git organizes 

and stores commits. Behind the scenes, in the 

repository's ./.git/objects directory, Git stores all commits, local and 

remote. Git keeps remote and local branch commits distinctly separate 

through the use of branch refs. The refs for local branches are stored in 

the ./.git/refs/heads/. Executing the git branch command will output a 

list of the local branch refs. The following is an example of git branch output 

with some demo branch names. 

git branch 

master 

feature1 

debug2 

Examining the contents of the /.git/refs/heads/ directory would reveal 

similar output. 

ls ./.git/refs/heads/ 

master 

feature1 

debug2 

Remote branches are just like local branches, except they map to commits 

from somebody else’s repository. Remote branches are prefixed by the 

remote they belong to so that you don’t mix them up with local branches. 

Like local branches, Git also has refs for remote branches. Remote branch refs 

live in the ./.git/refs/remotes/ directory. The next example code snippet 

shows the branches you might see after fetching a remote repo named 

conveniently named remote-repo: 

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches


 

 

git branch -r 

# origin/master 

# origin/feature1 

# origin/debug2 

# remote-repo/master 

# remote-repo/other-feature 

This output displays the local branches we had previously examined but now 

displays them prefixed with origin/. Additionally, we now see the remote 

branches prefixed with remote-repo. You can check out a remote branch just 

like a local one, but this puts you in a detached HEAD state (just like checking 

out an old commit). You can think of them as read-only branches. To view 

your remote branches, simply pass the -r flag to the git branch command. 

You can inspect remote branches with the usual git checkoutand git 

log commands. If you approve the changes a remote branch contains, you 

can merge it into a local branch with a normal git merge. So, unlike SVN, 

synchronizing your local repository with a remote repository is actually a two-

step process: fetch, then merge. The git pull command is a convenient 

shortcut for this process. 

Git fetch commands and 

options 

git fetch <remote> 

Fetch all of the branches from the repository. This also downloads all of the 

required commits and files from the other repository. 

git fetch <remote> <branch> 

Same as the above command, but only fetch the specified branch. 

git fetch --all 

A power move which fetches all registered remotes and their branches: 

git fetch --dry-run 

The --dry-run option will perform a demo run of the command. I will output 

examples of actions it will take during the fetch but not apply them. 



 

 

Git fetch examples 

git fetch a remote branch 

The following example will demonstrate how to fetch a remote branch and 

update your local working state to the remote contents. In this example, lets 

assume there is a central repo origin which the local repository has been 

cloned from using the git clone command. Let us also assume an additional 

remote repository named coworkers_repo that contains a feature_branch 

which we will configure and fetch. With these assumptions set let us continue 

the example. 

Firstly we will need to configure the remote repo using the git 

remote command. 

git remote coworkers_repo git@bitbucket.org:coworker/coworkers_repo

.git 

Here we have created a reference to the coworker's repo using the repo URL. 

We will now pass that remote name to git fetchto download the contents. 

git fetch coworkers feature_branch 

fetching coworkers/feature_branch 

We now locally have the contents of coworkers/feature_branch we will need 

the integrate this into our local working copy. We begin this process by using 

the git checkout command to checkout the newly downloaded remote 

branch. 

git checkout coworkers/feature_branch 

Note: checking out coworkers/feature_branch'. 

 

You are in 'detached HEAD' state. You can look around, make experim

ental 

changes and commit them, and you can discard any commits you make i

n this 

state without impacting any branches by performing another checkout

. 

 

If you want to create a new branch to retain commits you create, yo

u may 

do so (now or later) by using -

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/syncing
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches/git-checkout


 

 

b with the checkout command again. Example: 

 

git checkout -b <new-branch-name> 

The output from this checkout operation indicates that we are in a 

detached HEAD state. This is expected and means that our HEADref is pointing 

to a ref that is not in sequence with our local history. Being that HEAD is 

pointed at the coworkers/feature_branch ref, we can create a new local 

branch from that ref. The 'detached HEAD' output shows us how to do this 

using the git checkout command: 

git checkout -b local_feature_branch 

Here we have created a new local branch named local_feature_branch this 

puts updates HEAD to point at the latest remote content and we can continue 

development on it from this point. 

Synchronize origin with git fetch 

The following example walks through the typical workflow for synchronizing 

your local repository with the central repository's master branch. 

git fetch origin 

This will display the branches that were downloaded: 

a1e8fb5..45e66a4 master -> origin/master 

a1e8fb5..9e8ab1c develop -> origin/develop 

* [new branch] some-feature -> origin/some-feature 

The commits from these new remote branches are shown as squares instead 

of circles in the diagram below. As you can see, git fetch gives you access 

to the entire branch structure of another repository. 

 

To see what commits have been added to the upstream master, you can run 

a git log using origin/master as a filter:   

git log --oneline master..origin/master 

To approve the changes and merge them into your local master branch with 

the following commands: 



 

 

git checkout master 

git log origin/master 

Then we can use git merge origin/master: 

git merge origin/master 

The origin/master and master branches now point to the same commit, and 

you are synchronized with the upstream developments. 

 
 


